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Sluchátka OneOdio Pro10 Blue

Oneodio Pro10 Headphones (Blue)
The Oneodio Pro10 headphones will give you the professional sound you deserve. They feature 50mm drivers, which are responsible for
excellent sound quality and meet Hi-Res Audio standards. The carefully considered design of the headphones guarantees unparalleled
comfort even during hours of use. The headphones are equipped with two connectors - 6.35 mm and 3.5 mm, which affects their wide
compatibility. They also have a Shareport function. The Pro10 model is an excellent choice for those who are professionally involved in
music.
 
Sound that will delight you
Your  favorite  songs  have  never  sounded  better.  The  headphones  are  equipped  with  large  50-millimeter  drivers  that  provide
high-resolution sound. As a result, you can enjoy crystal clear, detail-saturated sound and deep, powerful bass.
 
Share your music with others
Now you can freely listen to music with your other half. The device uses innovative Shareport technology. What does this mean? You can
conveniently connect several pairs of headphones to one device, without the need for additional splitters. Just use one of the available
ports and connect the headphones with each other using the included cable.
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Convenient operation
Experience how easy it is to operate the Pro10 headphones! The included 3.5mm audio cable features an integrated remote control for
easy  operation.  Using  it,  you  can  conveniently  stop  and  resume playback,  change  songs,  as  well  as  answer,  end  or  disconnect  calls.
What's more, it has a built-in microphone, so you can freely hold conversations with others.
 
Multiple uses
The Oneodio Pro10 headphones are designed for a variety of usage scenarios. They will be perfect for professional applications. Among
other things, you will use them when recording in a recording studio, mixing music or playing drums or guitar. You can also successfully
use  them on  a  daily  basis.  The  headphones  are  equipped  with  3.5  mm and  6.35  mm ports,  so  you  can  easily  connect  them to  your
smartphone, laptop, electric guitar or PS console.
 
Unparalleled comfort
Enjoy  unparalleled  comfort  even  during  prolonged  use  of  the  Oneodio  Pro10  headphones.  The  headphones  fit  perfectly  on  your  ears
without uncomfortable pressure or discomfort. The soft earcups are made of pleasant-to-the-touch material, which will further affect your
comfort. Moreover, you can freely rotate them by 90° and 180°. The adjustable headband will allow you to adjust the headphones to your
preferences, and thanks to the foldable design you can easily fit them into your backpack or bag.
 
Included
headphones3.5 mm jack audio cable6.35 mm / 3.5 mm cablefabric baguser manual
 
ManufacturerOneodioModelPro10ColorBlueTransducers50  mmImpedance32ΩSensitivity110  dB  ±  3  dBFrequency
response20Hz-20000HzMaximum input power1600 mWConnector3.5 mm / 6.35 mm

Price:

€ 31.00

Audio, Headphones, Wired
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